
Case Study: Targeted Individuals and Neuroweapons 

A popular claim in current societies is that of persons claiming to be ‘Targeted Individuals’ which 
are people like Havana Syndrome victims claim to be attacked by pulsed directed weapons or 
as we have seen Neuroweapons.  Sheridan et al (2020) have drawn attention to the problem of 
Targeted Individuals through trying to understand the claims rather then treat them out of hand 
as implausible. 

“Epidemiological data suggest that as many as 0.66% of adult women and 0.17% of 
adult men in the western world may suffer the subjective experience of being group-
stalked (‘gang stalked’) at some point in their lives. Yet the gang stalking experience has 
been subject to little scientific study.” (Sheridan, 2020)  

She found that 8% of women stalking victims and 2% of male stalking victims were victims of 
gang or orchestrated stalking. Noting that others estimate that 70% of gang stalking victims are 
women, roughly correlates with the increased spike in women stalking victims compared to men 
(4:1), although men are less likely to report being stalked, so there may be under-reporting 
amongst males. 

The issue of violence is a chief security concern when it comes to the study of TI. Many hold 
that they are victims of a program to make them into violent actors.  They term this ‘traumatic 
programming’.  The levels of violent ideation among TI is something to note:  

“A factor that stands out in the current study concerns the aggression with which suffer-
ers responded to their experiences. Of respondents, 32% described experiences falling 
into the category “determined to fight back”, while 16% made statements that fell into the 
category “development of hatred/violent tendencies”. Examples include: “We can either 
go out on our feet or our knees and I plan to sell myself for as high a price as I can reap 
from them”; “I may have to kill them before they kill me”; and “I think the only way for-
ward is to get some weapons and act”. Violence in those who have complained of gang-
stalking is not unknown. Sarteschi described the cases of four men who believed that 
they were so-called “targeted individuals” and that the organised efforts of those who 
targeted them constituted “gang-stalking”. Collectively, the four men killed 28 people and 
injured 12 more. Sarteschi points to a need for intervention to prevent violent responses, 
and notes that the men whose cases were detailed in her study had engaged in signifi-
cant efforts to make others aware of their perceived victimisation, these efforts taking the 
form of manifestos, videos and audio recordings, and social media posts. The violence 
perpetrated by these men was motivated by self-defence (in the form of a pre-emptive 
strike) and a need to alert the world at large to the dangers posed by gang-stalking. Se-
rious violence appears to be rare in those experiencing gang-stalking phenomena. How-
ever, it is of note that the experiences grouped above under “invasive attack on the sub-
ject’s body” constitute examples of threat-control-override symptoms, which have been 
linked with an increased risk of violence. It is also noted that the experiences and quotes 
above would satisfy criteria for the red-flag violence risk items of “homicidal ideation” and 



“high-risk phenomena” in the stalking and threat risk assessment guides the Stalking 
Risk Profile and the Communications Threat Assessment Protocol.”  

     A chief component of this phenomenon is that of a sense of not just being stalked by an indi-
vidual but by ‘gangs’ which can include according to the TI even the government and police, al-
thoug usually secret intelligence are blamed for this phenomenon, many of the narratives dis-
close that they hear from their stalkers such claims as being CIA, FBI or MI-5 which seems im-
plausible to self-incriminate, but the narrative they receive is that this is who is behind this be-
havior. Sarteschi (2018) explains the gang stalking take on this:  

People across the world refer to themselves as “targeted individuals”(TIs) and claim to 
be the victim of gang-stalking. The New York Times conservatively estimates that there 
are at least 10,000 people claiming to be victims of gang-stalking. Their perpetrators are 
typically perceived to be powerful government or law enforcement officials, who are 
seeking to destroy the life of the TI. In retaliation, some have committed extreme vio-
lence… (Sarteschi 2018) 

Sarteschi interviewed TIs and found the following categories and experiences common to many 
TI claimants.  I have highlighted here the categories of interest from a Neuroweapons perspec-
tive: 

- Physical surveillance/being followed: 47 (94%) 
- Victim of a conspiracy (by multiple agencies): 40 (80%) 
- Physical interference, intimidation and harassment: 33 (66%) 
- Electronic surveillance: 30 (60%) 
- Targeted by noise: 22 (44%) 
- Being remotely controlled/mind control: 20 (40%) 
- Subject to electronic hacking: 19 (38%) 
- Targeted by slander/gossip: 17 (34%) 
- Subject to clandestine, unauthorized entry to home: 17 (34%) 
- Voice to skull, or V2K, transmission. A widespread belief among targeted individuals 
that mind control technologies, based on microwave signals, are used to transmit 
sounds and thoughts directly into their heads: 13 (26%) 
(Sarteschi, 2018) 

    The following is a curated collections of aspects of gangstalking cross-referenced to other 
Targeted Individuals (TIs) experiences.  It should be noted that the CIA in the 1970s wanted to 
create a systematic methodology of driving those leaving the agency as either agents or assets 
that might pose a threat to their organization crazy, a term they used was ‘lobotomized’ (Shapi-
ra, 2019).  The primary source for these correlations are posts to the r/Gangstalking channel on 
Reddit, a news clipping and forums platform, reddit.com. Other sources have been taken from 
self-reports posted on such platforms as youtube.com.    

Correlations: 

● reports of vehicular stalking (u/heather4567; u/vadysohu  'It is Happening again...?' 
2/19/19); (u/heather4567, 'Short Update', 1/3/19), (u/throwawayinatub, ‘An interesting 
comment I find to be true from personal experience.’, 3/16/19) 



• people running into them, blocking path (u/Badcat_comicguy, 'heavy stalking 
operations falling into place...', 2/10/19) 

● Several note the computerized nature (AI and QC) of the stalking (u/HotFrame,  'It is 
Happening again...?' 2/19/19); (u/Daryatash, 'Needs to be repeated that technology 
plays...' 1/28/19); u/kopdogg, 'Need Help with Remote Neural Monitoring, 12/29/18, 
comment) 

• Viewing stalkers as non-player characters (NPCs) from video game programming 
(u/tia00018, u/VonHaunthorse, ‘An interesting comment I find to be true from 
personal experience.’, 3/16/19, comment) 

• Cyborgization of humans and animals (u/drunkenposting, ‘Tuesday July 3rd 
2018…’, 7/3/18, personal journal), (u/derfnerner, ‘ti and neural implants’, 
3/15/2019, note that poster is immediately attacked as a ‘perp’ by other TIs) [also 
see Walker case below]  

• Swarming (u/heather4567) 
• Sampling and/or Mirroring, (u/dragonfruitsmoothie, ‘People copying you’, 

3/15/19) [sampling the AI takes common themes from your life then mirrors them 
back in the actions, speech or dress of others around you. For example you are 
in Europe and constantly see your American hometown professional sports 
teams shirts on Europeans, especially your football team, which is one of the 
worst in the NFL.See also ‘shadowing’]  - reports of having their life sampled 
back at them: what you see and do is then mimicked by the system, you play 
with a red ball, then later red balls show up everywhere.  (U/vadysohu, ibid) [I 
believe this is more proof that an AI is being used in all aspects of the targeting] 

• - face recognition: TI claims stalking began after being photographed by a stop 
light cctv.  (U/fractiousJosef, 'I think that it all started...', 2/11/2019) [perhaps a 
false positive from AI image recognition] Another TI (u/heather4567, ‘Laptop or 
smartphone use…’,  7/24/18, mentions being asked to do face time app so a 
headshot could be taken in connection with stalking) 

• Randomness breaks stalking patterns, (u/msboppo, 'Being unpredictable is a 
key to thwarting gangstalkers', 1/31/19, also u/langa73436, u/aurl2 comment) 
(Bryan Tew, 'how to defeat cia mind control technologies' Youtube video Skvx-
SXCtugg, timestamp 2:50, 12/1/16 [he also notes use of supercomputer 
usage,  ]) 

• the lag between thought and reaction by the system, taking a few seconds to 
respond (u/kopdogg, 'found this from wow this sub exists', 2/7/19, comment) 

• Simplicity of Game, Playing with the Machine (u/nowhereuniverse, ‘Why is 
this game not being won’, 8/18/18) 

• Possible ML hacking of suggestion lists (u/Jack_mercer_watching, ‘Youtube 
algorithm run... ‘,  7/18/18) 

   

● Race baiting, using Immigrants (u/heather4567); (u/Jimmy_Handtricks, 'your stalkers 
or perps could just be normal...', 11/24/18, comment) 

● Friends and Family manipulation (u/MouthyB123), (u/revengeofthesweets, ‘Do I need 
to be worried about my family…’, 3/15/19) 

• amnesia of friends and family when confronted about gang stalking (u/ja-
sonloveskids & u/Mouthyb123, 'I am not targeted but I have some questions', 
2/19/19, comments)  

• Relationship manipulation, (u/revengeofthesweets, ‘Romantic infiltration…’, 
3/17/19; see also u/Amerikkan, u/Hotframe comments) [either engineering ro-
mantic relationships (honeypotting) or taking over partners for the purposes of 

https://old.reddit.com/user/VonHaunthorse


psyops or surveillance, as well as destroying relationships ] See also, Tyrone 
Alexander Dew interview with Dr. Robert Duncan on use of frequency causing 
spousal abuse, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMtsouaMB8Q (accessed 
3/18/19) [in alliance vids dir]   Dr. Barry Trower also discusses this in his videos.   

● Sadism: Taking delight in your torment (u/ACheeryHello) 

●  stalkers on cell phones (u/vadysohu, 'It is Happening again...?' 2/19/19),  (u/
heather4567, ‘Laptop or smartphone use…’,  7/24/18) 

● 'possession' under the influence (u/hotframe,  'It is Happening again...?' 2/19/19) 

●  stealing personal items,  (u/jasonloveskids & u/Mouthyb123, 'I am not targeted but I 
have some questions', 2/19/19, comments)  

● Messiah programming (HotFrame,  'It is Happening again...?' 2/19/19); (u/gods-
grace29, 'How I survive! Dealing with Gangstalking...' 10/26/18, u/tedfondue comment; 
u/Justsaguy12345 comment; u/organite123 comment [mentions bloodline myth])  

● broadcasting your mind and neural monitoring, "they can see what you see".  (U/
naturalqurls, 'Gangstalking victim (/u/extrasensorylife) silenced, website shut down 2 
days ago', 2/16/19, comment section) 

● using fragrances, smells, claimed specifically against environmentalists (u/targeted-
dissident, 'for targets have you had fragrances...', 2/16/19) 

● Stalkers appear to not be aware of what they are doing (u/hotframe, 'Hiding in Broad 
Daylight', 2/7/19, comment); (u/elitebastard616, 'Paranoia and logistics' 1/30/19)  

● enhanced memory, usually negative, image projection into mind (u/jasonloveskids, u/
hotframe;  'Hiding in Broad Daylight', 2/7/19, comment), (u/notoriousphilanderer, ‘Mass 
surveillance, synthetic telepathy and force projection weapons’, 5/27/18) and Projecting 
fake images or memories into the visual cortex. (U/geerab, 'Some old and new tactic 
used on me...', 9/8/2018, and multiple commenters) [good overview of a ti experience 
with other ti corroboration]  (u/drunkenposting, ‘Tuesday, January 2nd 2018…’, 1/2/18)   

● strangers commenting on TIs life events, etc (u/aurl2, 'Hiding in Broad Daylight', 
2/7/19, comment); (u/Massive_fix1, 'Short Update', 1/3/19, comment), (u/omofca, ‘22 
years of gang stalking’, 8/2/18),  (u/drunkenposting, ‘Tuesday, January 2nd 2018…’, 
1/2/18, see other accounts in his journal entries ‘My Torture Journal’) 

● Strangers unwarranted antagonisms (verbal), (u/omofca, ‘Has anyone ever said rude 
things…’, 8/22/18), (u/drunkenposting, ‘Tuesday, January 2nd 2018…’, 1/2/18) 

● coughs as indicators, leaders (u/hotframe, hotframe, 'Hiding in Broad Daylight', 2/7/19, 
comment), (u/2093843, 'Trying to work in an office...', 12/3/18) [others have mentioned 
this] 

● overt disinformation campaign of fake TIs online, (u/heather4567 , 'Propaganda keep-
ing targets from finding..., 2/4/19) [post also notes extreme right wing nature of abuse, 
fascist claim of responsibility (u/drunkenposting, ‘Has anyhone else gotten…’, 6/28/18) ] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMtsouaMB8Q


● cars revving engines indicators, (u/avicii86, 'How do you deal with noise campaigns', 
2/9/19) 

● Ebb and flow of conditioning, (like in torture protocols), (u/2093843, ‘THey have pre-
tended to stop again’, 8/21/18) 

● Migraines before noticing it or it 'starting', (u/kopdogg, 'found this from wow this sub ex-
ists', 2/7/19, comment), (u/pushnsync, u/duchessjulietdg, ‘They turned off the vision in 
the lower left…’, 7/20/18) 
  

● Electronics failing, circuit chips blowing, etc (u/please-stop-that, 'Am I being gang-
stalked', 1/28/19) and Hacking of computers, devices, etc (u/Heather4567, 'Has anoy 
other Target posting here experienced...', 9/26/18) 

● Suicide programming, death threats (u/deleted, Gangstalking, A year in Review', 
1/4/19 ); (u/notbingo, 'Is anyone dealing with death threats', 12/9/18) (u/DarkWraith66, 
‘How this shit works?’, 8/23/18, also see commenters), (u/agnellsdream, ‘They are going 
to kill me’, 5/27/18)  [many report receiving death threats for years that never actually 
happen] 

● Almost all report some form of economic ruin, job loss, etc. (u/Heather4567, 'Discus-
sion for Targets: Employment sabotage... ', 12/31/18, u/Divergent_one_1984 comment; 
u/Wherestheluv comment; u/2093843 comment; u/wonglei comment; u/snipbubbling 
comment) 

● Many report, moving or traveling, the stalking goes with them (u/deleted, 'How many 
people do you think is stalking you', 12/12/18, u/gangstalkersuicide comment) 
  

● Trembling (u/Parabolicos27, 'Testimony on what is happening to me as a target', 
11/13/18) 

● Artificial synchronicity, (u/FateismysolaceTA, 'What was your first judgement of the 
artificial synchronicities', 11/10/18, u/heather4567 comment; ) 

● Color programming, (u/Heather4567, 'Question for other Targets on Color Program-
ming...', 10/25/18) 
  

● Induced emotions  (U/geerab, 'Some old and new tactic used on me...', 9/8/2018, and 
multiple commenters) 

● Sleep Deprivation (u/OneSetting, ‘Sleep Deprivation’, 8/23/18, also see commenters) 

● Sexual Arousal in conjunction with compromising positions (u/Mendel2009, ‘Sexual 
electronic harassment…’, 8/17/18) [ used to set people up for sex crimes, especially for 
whistleblowers and other threats] (u/drunkenposting, ‘Sunday, October 22nd 2017…’, 
10/22/17, journal entry) [ He also speaks of having his sexual orientation altered 
(straight-to-queer) ] 
  

● Ebb and flow, (u/geerab, ‘what the fucks going on here’, 8/7/18, comment, see other 
comments)  
  

● Sleep deprivation, (u/geerab, ‘Has anyone success…’, 6/27/18) Sleepwalking (u/in-
pursuitoftruth, ibid, comment),  (u/drunkenposting, ‘TUesday, January 2nd 2018…’, 
1/2/18) 



● Narcotic Effect, Psychedelic ASC (u/drunkenposting, ‘Friday June 8th 2018…’, 6/8/18), 
(u/drunkenposting, ‘Friday July 6th 2018…’, 7/6/18 journal entry; see also comments u/
DuchessJulietDG 

● Intestinal Problems, Stomach cramps requiring hospital visit (u/drunkenposting, ‘Fri-
day October 13th 2017’, 10/13/17, journal entry)  

● Police Stalking, (Ahmad Enani , ‘Police Presence - Confronting a Cop’, weblog, neural-
gauntanamo.com/7785-2 accessed 3/2/19), (Jiverly Wong, ‘Letter’, August 2009, he 
committed murder, he was also heavily vehicularly stalked involving police cars) 

● Street Theatre, (u/revengeofthesweets , ‘you guys really don’t deal with street 
theatre…’, 3/15/19) 

Personal Testimonials about Gangstalking:  

a) See interview of Phillip Douglas Walker for a first hand account of a TI dealing with resisting 
cyborgization. 
He speaks of such things as forced speech, overwriting of personality, forced body movements.  
“I feel like I’m being automated out of my existence” (53:40 timestamp, Interview 12/8/18)   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2d_InLwaVYQ (accessed 3/16/19) 

b) TI interview of former US Navy veteran, Tivon Rivers,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=B6UpIIks2Tw (published, June 24, 2017, accessed 3/1/19).  Former ET in Navy. Engineering 
background in IT and researched ‘free energy’ tech. Notes that his stalkers voices are British, 
believes MI5 and SIS are involved in his stalking to some degree. He worked at Menwith Hill, 
where he believes surveillance stalking is conducted.  He talks about the contextualization of 
the stalking, how strangers will speak to you about your business or life, only understandable by 
you as stalking related.  
At 1:19:00 gives a technological overview, body frequencies, etc.   One interesting technical ob-
servation he makes is that the targeters do not need to know your exact GPS loc, they can just 
flood a region, like Drogheda, and hit you, and everyone else of course.   He terms the con-
trollers a ‘grass roots fascist system taking over different countries’ [1:22:00 or so]. At around 
1:53:00 starts talking about Luciferianism, his being reborn in Christ, and ‘family line’ is men-
tioned.  Usual programming seems to be part of his narrative, part of steering.   

c) Former NSA analyst, TI Karen Melton-Stewart 
https://www.activistpost.com/2017/08/yet-another-former-nsa-analyst-faces-criminal-
charges.html 

d) u/drunkenposting, in his early 20s started experiencing gang stalking after going through a 
classified background check for a defense related job after graduating from college in mechani-
cal engineering.  https://old.reddit.com/r/MyTortureJournal/ 

e) Abdelrahman Abdallah - TI in UK, young Muslim killed himself, possibly under hypnotic 
trance he reported that he would be killed before hand, instead of committing act of prompted 
terrorism. Worked as a Security Agent or Guard, which is a repeating pattern among manchuri-
an candidates.  Was prompted to hate Gays and stalked by people perceived to be Gay, proba-
bly robotic control of homosexuals, which is akin and like that of the targeting of women.  Divide 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2d_InLwaVYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6UpIIks2Tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6UpIIks2Tw
https://www.activistpost.com/2017/08/yet-another-former-nsa-analyst-faces-criminal-charges.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2017/08/yet-another-former-nsa-analyst-faces-criminal-charges.html


and conquer.  He also talks of trying to be recruited by Salafis and he also believed that this was 
all do to MI5.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LE74sugM78 (accessed 3/7/19) 

Other Muslim Security Guards possibly targeted: Omar Mateen (Orlando Gay Club shooter), 
Ahmad Khan Rahimi (2016 NYC/NJ bombings) [looked zombied out on tv when captured, used 
pressure cookers like Boston Bombers, who were connected to CIA ex-agent Graham Fuller, 
the bombers mother claimed they were ‘under the control of the FBI’ the whole time ] 

Technical Note: “Norseen pointed out that subsequent to the theft of Brushlinsky’s brief-
case, a whole new genre of suicide bombers, very atypical of the previous norm, began 
operating. In addition, certain recognizable features of these techniques became notice-
able to him and others familiar with the technology. Similar signatures were also appear-
ing in various media contexts, such as popular songs and doom websites.” (Norseen-
Laurie, part 1, 2003) 

Ahmad Enani interview with Ramaola D, https://youtu.be/qYu4VR-zzEY 
Also apparently led to believe that homosexuals were stalking him, has a virulent homophobic 
program inside him. Find post on https://neuralguantanamo.com/ where he talks about that.    
Was also stalked by police.  He states in interview that he noticed increased activity around 
2012, and mentions other TIs also noticed activity around this time, circa 2011.  In interview he 
also brings up the bloodline motif, which seems to be mirrored in many TI accounts, i.e. Robert 
Duncan. He also mentions in the interview the use of sampling and playback, and mental pro-
jection, he noted that in conjunction with projections where DEW attacks, probably to increase 
anxiety and emotional instability. He also noticed synthetic telepathy in animals.  He is also be-
ing programmed with anti-Semitism, good for a Muslim that they are trying to engineer into a 
terrorist.  
He is stalked by military, which synchs up with a huge programming effort to blame the military 
for all TI activity.  
“All I see is really bad b-movie theater” in describing the staged stalking.   

g) Jian Liang, TI in Financial Services Industry.  (video in reddit-gangstalking correlations direc-
tory, Report # 88 Jian Liang, MK ULTRA Whistleblower on Surviving.mp4) Interviewed by 
Romona D 12/19/18, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xt3qp14_5Ak (accessed 3/9/19).   She 
is the author of MK-ULTRA NEVER ENDED: Absolute Mind and Soul Control In Government, 
Wall Street and The Secret Space Program She says from her position that “the entities behind 
MK-Ultra [neuroweapons], the positions [senior management] are so important they cannot af-
ford to lose control of them” (timestamp 08:02). She talks about when being in an induced elec-
tronic hypnotic state you cannot distinguish what is good or bad, for yourself, based on her di-
rect experience.  (timestamp 13:10) Physical symptom: tinnitus. She used a frequency scanner 
and saw that the frequencies changed, she believes this indicates that different frequencies are 
emanating from specific points in her body, otherwise the freq analyzer picks nothing up in other 
parts of her body.  She did a health check with a forensics lab for heavy metals (indicative of 
electronic nanochips implanted. The report indicated she had heavy metals that should not be 
present in human beings. They also found drugs that she says she has never consciously will-
ingly taken.  (timestamp 17:00) 
    She says the frequencies were in the secret classified radio frequency bands. (Timestamp: 
32:00) she talks about being put to sleep remotely, then woken up in a hypnotic trance, ‘sleep 
walking’. She went through deprogramming for suppressed memories. She also experienced 
false friendships.  

https://youtu.be/qYu4VR-zzEY
https://neuralguantanamo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xt3qp14_5Ak
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Regarding Hypnotic Trance and Hypnotic Control:  

The following is taken from a TI activist site (https://www.wanttoknow.info/mk/mk-ultra [accessed 
3/5/19]): 

In mainstream culture, hypnotism is viewed as a type of 'science fiction', confined to the 
realm of magic tricks and entertainment. The truth is that hypnotism is very real and 
used both in mainstream psychology and in military intelligence. 

Hypnotism was used by the United States military before the creation of the CIA, during 
World War II. Psychologist Dr. George H. Estabrooks recalled his involvement in the 
clandestine program to Science Digest in 1971, in an article titled “Hypnotism Comes of 
Age”. 

“One of the most fascinating but dangerous applications of hypnosis is its use in military 
intelligence. This is a field with which I am familiar through formulating guidelines for the 
techniques used by the United States in two world wars. 

Communication in war is always a headache. Codes can be broken. A professional spy 
may or may not stay bought. Your own man may have unquestionable loyalty but his 
judgment is always open to question. 

The “hypnotic courier,” on the other hand, provides a unique solution. I was involved in 
preparing many subjects for this work during World War II. One successful case involved 
an Army Service Corps Captain whom we’ll call George Smith. Captain Smith had un-
dergone months of training. He was an excellent subject but did not realize it. I had re-
moved from him, by post hypnotic suggestion, all recollection of ever having been 
hypnotized. 

First I had the Service Corps call the captain to Washington and tell him they needed a 
report on the mechanical equipment of Division X headquartered in Tokyo. Smith was 
ordered to leave by jet next morning, pick up the report and return at once. These orders 
were given him in the waking state. Consciously, that was all he knew, and it was the 
story he gave his wife and friends. 

Then I put him under deep hypnosis, and gave him—orally—a vital message to be deliv-
ered directly on his arrival in Japan to a certain colonel—let’s say his name was Brown—
of military intelligence. Outside of myself, Colonel Brown was the only person who could 
hypnotize Captain Smith. This is “locking.” I performed it by saying to the hypnotized 
Captain: “Until further orders from me, only Colonel Brown and I can hypnotize you. We 
will use the signal phrase ‘the moon is clear.’ Whenever you hear this phrase from Brown 
or myself you will pass instantly into deep hypnosis.” When Captain Smith re-awakened, 
he had no conscious memory of what happened in trance. All that he was aware of was 
that he must head for Tokyo to pick up the division report. 

On arrival there, Smith reported to Brown, who hypnotized him with the signal phrase. 
Under hypnosis, Smith delivered my message and received one to bring back. Awak-
ened, he was given the division report and returned home by jet. There I hypnotized him 
once more with the signal phrase, and he spieled off Brown’s answer that had been duti-
fully tucked away in his unconscious mind. The system is virtually foolproof. As exempli-
fied by the case, the information literally was “locked” in Smith’s unconscious for retrieval 
by the only two people who knew the combination. The subject had no conscious memo-

https://www.wanttoknow.info/mk/mk-ultra


ry of what happened, so couldn’t spill the beans. No one else could hypnotize him even 
if they might know the signal phrase...” 

“The potential for military intelligence has been nightmarish. During World War II, I 
worked this technique with a vulnerable Marine lieutenant I’ll call Jones. Under the 
watchful eye of Marine intelligence I split his personality into Jones A and Jones 
B. Jones A, once a “normal” working Marine, became entirely different. He talked 
communist doctrine and meant it. He was welcomed enthusiastically by commu-
nist cells, and was deliberately given a dishonorable discharge by the Corps 
(which was in on the plot) and became a card-carrying party member. 

The joker was Jones B, the second personality, formerly apparent in the con-
scious Marine. Under hypnosis, this Jones had been carefully coached by sugges-
tion. Jones B was the deeper personality, knew all the thoughts of Jones A, was a 
loyal American and was “imprinted” to say nothing during conscious phases. 

All I had to do was hypnotize the whole man, get in touch with Jones B, the loyal 
American, and I had a pipeline straight into the Communist camp. It worked beauti-
fully for months with this subject, but the technique backfired. While there was no way for 
an enemy to expose Jones’ dual personality, they suspected it and played the same trick 
on us later.” – Science Digest, April 1971222 
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